
 










































































































Waldhausen's S construction and
Note Forany XYEE

X XvY it is a
higherktheorge cofiber sequence hence

Recall If E is a pointed category LIVY IH IID in Kok
is a cofiberwitha notion of exactsequence

sequence so IH 0

X X x then we define X EX is a cofiber

Ko as the free abelian sequenceCbgdefinition soTEX Ix
If X X then XIX

group on Obce modulo is a cofibersequence so D Ix

Xv x tx for all exact ExamplesLet E 5 be the
sequences X X H

pointed as categoryoffinite

yin
particulara CWcomplexes Note that if
Stableas cat

Example A poiniedoscatego.ge Y is obtained from X
Yuinexample withpushouts has a byattaching cell i.e
fortoday notion of exact sequence Y DYaX sunt then

namely fiber sequences there exists a cofiber
We obtain thefollowing sequence sn X Y
generators and relations Since 5 2 0

we seedescription for Koi

oboes
EH HIT that YI X so

Kole IH hadnugtiucdgi.cwpe.suthat for

letC denote a pointed y cit Incellsinn 1531
as categorywith pushouts Eikarrane

X Iso 1through the rest of the Note ocellsneedtobetreatedtalk unlessotherwisestated differently



 










































































































add
This suggests that Ko E fastHobie It I A

Ko Stain 2 add

B WH 1 Example Ko Modit Kock
add

is an isomorphismall that is KoGbundle.ly K4H
left to check is that it is forXcpctHausdorff

welldefined and a group
Note Kaddle is the universal

homomorphism But this follows additive invariant of e
from the long exact sequence ice the universal abelian

of a cofiber sequencein homology group A with a map
One wayof thinkingabout Ko Obe 4A satisfying

is thefollowingSuppose wehave an 4CH9h11 if X X and

invariant for objects in E 91kW 9181 414
for all X YcObieor moreprecisely a map wewill now try to constructOb e 4 A for someAcAb a space w in a somewhathat is invariant underequivalence

and under gluing ie under
naturalway with it WEKoc

forming cofibers qfxlrqczt.ge's
Define for every n the finite

if Yecofib X s2 for some K72 poset In by Int ci.jlet.int iej
Then Ko is the universal Note Adiagram overEn5looks
such invariant i.e any like
such invariant factors uniquely Xiao Xcom Xiao i Haul
through Obce Kole I f t 1

Sometimes we have coproducts Xliii Kan s Him
but not necessarilyall pushouts t t t

X2,2 s X nl
Inthis case we can define E Xian



 










































































































is a pushout square

Any order preserving map fnfoparrtiegdegjjxyyH cofiblno.itMahi

Im In induces an order

preserving Im Inf so we let Gapen EFunchini e be
Obtain a functor A get

the full a subcat spannedby gappedobjeas

defined by In NCIn Note Precomposition with monotone

In particular forany a cat maps In Im preserves

C we obtain a simplicial gappedness so Ents Gapanleg
A category Fon NCE E defines a simplicial ascategory

Thismeansthatweobtain a
Note Capen e FunSeni.e by

functor dP sSet restricting a diagram
In FunNain C Xo.o XcoD XcoDt XH

that maps In to an A category I f t 1
andwhere anyorder preserving Him Kan s Xun

t Lu t
Ai In Em induces Xiao s k nl
Hi Fun Ncent C FunName'll to

E Kuni

by precomposition Xcom Xian i Ham
let Cbe pointed Namelyi Hj.kl cofiblxo.jl sxco.nl
XE FuncNCIni C is so the largerdiagram
gapped if Mensa't se is determined

by b e up to contractiblechoiceforall ieIns Xliii 0 Note Although FunSenD C isforall iii KEEN easier than Gapen e to
Xli j Him describe it is harder to
xcj.tjl xjt.tn see inwhat sense it is



 










































































































a simplicial object the
diagonal of S.C i.efacemap do sends

Xian oxcarts sxco.nl IS.CI is the simplicial
to set defined by In3i SuchHotham X coup Yuan This is a general fact about

which is onlywelldefined up bisimplicial sets

to contractible choice The We
get a map is.e

gapped objectcontains uses
specific choices for cofibers skits.CI j fsoy.eeybIn3making it possible to give

Unwinding the definitiona precise definition of do
end fgives us the pushout
SCxDtoyUSextra SolexSeoDI Define Snc Gapinski

y ywhere GapanKY is the sense rsk.ls.cl
maximal Kan complex

Es e
contained in Gapan let Sowe get a map

This is a simplicialKan complex EE ES.esk.ls.elcsls.cl
S.C the Waldhausen and hence
s construction Define

to zE it IS.CI15.4 to be the geometric
realization of S.C i.e free groupon

EMEA
of eq

classesofthe Coend JSnee SIN objectsine
One can check by handExercise 15.4 is the Cbgcomputing skzls.cl that



 
the only nondegenerate and consequently Kcet KH
2 simplices in ls.CI that
are not in Sk Is.CI come

Note All constructions above preserve
from points in SC i.e products so weget a

cofiber sequences in E canonical isomorphism

and these are going to KlexD KkkKID
impose the relation of simplicial sets
IH IX IX Nod The coproduct V exe se
on to IS.cl proving preserves colimils andgives
that to ISet ko e an Eas structure on S.C

Note The map EEES.es s.e1 and hence on Kle
induces a map

This structure coincideswith

E rls e
the group structure on

mapping teobce to
Kolet to Klet so this

IN ekoktit.ls.e aorls.cl
is a grouplike Es space
In particular we can view

Def The K theory space Kle keel as a connectivespectrum
is defined by kcetrls.cl
Wedefine Kale ankle

Note If F C s8 preserves
colimits then it preserves
gapped objects hence it
induces a map s.e ss.to



 

This construction generalizes 0h tool is in fact a
the earlier construction of Ko group

structure

in some sense producing
a grouplike Eas space

Dedi let l be a pointed a cat
instead of an abeliangroup with finitecoproducts Then
We can also generalize the Kaddle E H where
construction of additive we group complete Wrt

K theorygiven before the Es structurecoming
from the coproductFact The inclusion Define Kidd e ariddle

Alggfs scaly
has a leftadjoint called

Note that thisdefinitionof Haodd

groupcompletion denoted agrees with the previous one
X ygp

Thisfunctorcanexplicitly be
Suppose E is pointedand has

given by its rBX pushoutsAs we saw there

It satisfies that to XM is a map E sets elekle
isthegroup completionof toll This is a map ofEos spaces

because the Ecs structure on
Here CAlgles denotes the both sides comes fromthe
a Category of Es spaces coproduct of E In particular
and CAlggpls thefullsubcategory the map factors essentially
ofgrouplikeEs spaces
Ea spaces X suchthat

Uniquely through egg

the induced monoid structure E 87riddle KK



 

Example let 12 be a ring
spectrum

Then theKtheory Def A modelforBalRI
spaceof R is defined as consists of a spaceXES
KIRANModred'T and a map BGUR X
We can also suck that
kaddlm.dk theinfusion it BGURDsit.CH is

onto with kerneltheModroi Mod're induces commutator subgroup
KaddMadam KaddlMod KIR Forany local systemM

Thin KaddlMod KCR is onX HHB6KM th HerkM

an equivalence of Easspaces is an isomorphism
NoteOnecanshowthat hotModi t There are many ways toModip so we seethatKIM Kolton

construct a modelfor BGURI
Note This is quite somework and one canshow that it is

to proveand I won'tdo unique up to homotopy
it here

RelationtoBGURT For XeOblet let Kles

A classical way to construct
denote the path component

higher algebraic K theory ofKal corresponding to theride
is through the t construction Note ForanyXeoble themap
let's review this definition Klein's KEY is
For R a ring Spectrum let a homotopy equivalence
GWR denote AutlR in Moda with inverse c N X
and BGUR totingBUNCH



 
We can construct a map
BUN KIRI as follows
let E Modfi orModder Forevery
n R EOble so thereis an
inclusion B6LnCR E
sendingthe basepointof BudR
to R in Ob EE
By composingwith E s KK
we get a commutative diagram
BGL.CN B64lRtRsB6hCRtoB aBGUR1

t t t t
KCRYERKHERKinki Himkinky

µ
The KIRT togetherwith
thismap BbkRt KIN
makes HIM into a model
for BblCRT In particular
KIM t Kok xBURT as

Eas space
KCRI ftBURMA Gyeon

ab

This follows since it BGLR tour
and toGKNcodmtoAutRn

CodyAuthocrodr Rn

and ho Modi t eModip


